We propose an easy and effenive variant of the realization of the dynamical symmetry of hydrogen-like atoms in five-dimensional space, based on the relationship between the Sehr6dinger equation far the isotropic harmonic oscillator in four-dimensional complex space and the SchrSdinger equation for the one-electron atom in five-dimensional space. By the use of the path integral we also establish the relationship between the Coulomb Green function and the Green function for the isotropic harmonic oscillator in fourdimensional complex space.
1. Introduction Komarov and Romanova (1982) found a connection between the Schrodinger equation for a hydrogen-like atom and that for an isotropic harmonic oscillator in twodimensional complex space and from this suggested an easy and effective variant for the realization of the dynamic symmetry of the hydrogen atom, that allows algebraic methods to he used in the solution of many problems of the electron's motion in the Coulomb and electromagnetic fields (see, for example, Komarov er al (1987) ). The probabie connection between the Schrodinger equation for a hydrogen atom and that for an isotropic harmonic oscillator in four-dimensional real space was examined long ago (see, for example, Bergmann and Frishman (1965) ) and has been discussed from different points of view in other papers (see, for example, Chen 1982 , Cornish 1984 , Kibier and Negadi 1983 , which shows its great significance. In this paper, based on the idea of Komarov and Romanova (1982) , the connection between the Schrodinger equation Cor a hydrogen atom in five-dimensionai space and ihai fur an isotropic harmonic oscillator in four-dimensional complex spacet is established. Using this connection it is shown that in the five-dimensional hydrogen atom, the algebraic method can also be used (section 3). Developing this idea further in section 4 the connection between the Coulomb Green function in five-dimensional space and the Green function for a n isotropic harmonic oscillator is established.
?The relationship between the SchrBdinger equation far the hydrogen atom in the five-dimensional space and that for the oscillator in eight-dimensional space was first developed by Davtyan et al(1987) . However. from our point of view, the relationship built by us is more suitable for the realization of algebraic methods. 
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[r [,;,, r,,,,l= 2i8,,~,,,, -2iS,r[,,,l+2i~,~r,,~l -2is,,r[,,, where the plus sign denotes the Hermitian conjugate operation with summation over repeated indices. Now, let us consider the Schrodinger equation for an isotropic harmonic oscillator in four-dimensional complex space with the coordinates tS (s = 1,. . . ,4):
Here the asterisk denotes the complexconjugate opfration; o is a real positive number;
z is the eigenvalue of the operator X. Operator X (4) commutes with the following operators:
which generate a closed algebra. It follows from the commutation relationships for the operators ( 5 ) that
The scalar product of the wavefunction in the .$-space can be defined as
M&b (6)
S = I , = I
where 5: = R e t,, 5: = Im 5,. Thus operators 2, 4,. Q1 and 6, are Hermitian with respect to the scalar product (7). Hence equation (3) can be written as follows.
--
so -30 can be regarded as an eigenvalue of operator 2 For operator Z? to be Hermitian, the definition of the scalar product for the wavefunction must be changed:
Let us now make a substitution of the variables in equation (8) using the following corrciaiion:
X, = cw,),,t,
The properties of the variables tS are defined in such a way that the x, are components of the five-dimensional real vector r. After the substitution of ( l l ) , (8) takes the form:
From (12) and (13) it follows that the functions 6, which do not depend on the variables +j, are solutions of the Schrodinger equation for the five-dimensional hydrogen atom with negative energy, if E = -f m 2 and z is the nuclear charge. From the substitution of variables (11) the following correlation can be obtained
.. COS 6, a . C O S + , a a Q 3 -i sin $, -.
System (14) represents a linear form with respect to the operators ala$; and determinant (i/sin +3) which does not equal zero. From this it follows that all wavefunctions which are independent of $; belong to the zero eigenvalue of operators Qi and oice versa. Therefore we have that the solutions of equation (3), which belong to the zero eigenvalue of operators oi ( i = 1,2,3) are solutions of the Schrodinger equation for the hydrogenlike atom in five-dimensional space.
Algebraic method in the solution 01 the Schrodinger equation
Now we will show that the found connection will enable us to build the solution of the Schrodinger equation for the hydrogen atom in five-dimensional space by purely algebraic methods. Let us define the operators:
and the Hermitian conjugate operators for them (relative to the scalar product for the wavefunctions (7)):
where w is a real positive number. These operators satisfy the commutation relationships:
[ a , ( w ) , a:(w)l= as,
(we have oniy inciuaed non-zero commutaiorsj. 
2
The vacuum state in (21) is determined by the following equations: 
(26)
It is easy to deduce that condition (24) demands that, in 1;).
the number of creation operators a+ should be equal to the number of creation operators bt:n, = n,,, as and the condition of normalization is:
of operators Q,, i.e. it satisfies the following equations

&Q)=(n. -nbjlQ).
Hence we demand the following solution: 
Here we introduce the notation: 
where the state vector IJl(n, o n ) ) , corresponding to the wavefunction $.(r) of the discrete spectrum of the hydrogen atom in five-dimensional space, is determined by equation (29) 
Expression (32) allows us to perform the calculations algebraically without using the explicit form of the wavefunctions in the coordinate representation. We start with a very simple unitary transformation to carry out the transition from one frequency to another
where or in the normal form:
The 28 operators in (37) generate a closed algebra. By setting up the linear combinations from the operators ( and introducing the definition
we obtain, with the help of (17), the following 
Thus we find that the algebra of operators (37) is the Lie algebra of the group S0(6,2) (see, for example, Malkin and Manko (1979) 
The connection between the Green fnnctions
The Green function for (3) and (4) in the 'energy' representation is a solution of the following equation: Making use of the relationship we can easily ascertain that
The separation of the variables x 6 ( k ) . x7(k), x , ( k ) is due to the fact that the functions Q, =i[i:(e)6(e)-~T(s)&(e)l Q*= (r,r,),,[tT(e)~Ye) + t,(e)is(e)i Q, = i(r2r4)~,t&t(e).
2(e) -t,(e)&(e)i
Integrating over the variables x 6 ( k ) , x 7 ( k ) , x,(k) ( k = = ) and taking into account that U ( [ , 1) ; z ) is the integral operator, which will he used, as shown in section 2, in the class of functions depending on x, only (i.e. one may integrate with respect to an 'extra' variables x6(k), x,(k), x,(k)), we find 
The weight (256r'(N))-' on the integration over x6(k), x,(k) and x,(k) is defined by the Jacobian of the transfonnation (48) and the condition of normalization of the wavefunctions (see section 2). The last step is the change of 'time' variable: let E(k)=ET(k) (52) which in the limit E + 0 is equivalent to the introduction of a new time variable t = joe do' r ( e ' ) .
(53)
As a result we have
K(r,r';-fo2)
where r ( 1 ) = r and r(0) = r'. Denoting E = -fw' we obtain from (54) ( E +fa+:) K ( r, r'; E) = i8( r -r') ( 5 5 ) (A is the Laplace operator), i.e. K ( r , r ' ; E ) is the energy representation of the Coulomb Green function.
